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Problem
In North America alone, millions of students do not have access to premier after-school
and summer experiences. These youth encounter various geographic, technological,
and financial hurdles in their journey to access programs that positively impact their
academic success, personal growth, and mental health.

Part 1
OVERVIEW &
Requirements

Purpose
The Academy: Saving 2053 is built to function as a world-leading alternative to
conventional programs and educational experiences. Play4Tomorrow's Academy
starts as an online game and evolves into a real-life program to help students develop
scholastic agency, entrepreneurial resilience, and a desire to build out their dreams.
The game intends to empower players with a real-world purpose, encouraging them to
invent and to solve current social, educational, economic, and environmental problems
(in turn saving the world). By doing so, players will learn design, technology,
entrepreneurship, and creativity through the act of play.
Through skills development, meaningful invention, and problem solving, The Academy:
Saving 2053, intends to instil within students a creative confidence that positively
affects their in-school academic performance and lives.
[1] https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/national-survey-shows-many-canadians-in-the-dark-when-it-comes-to-issue-of-high-school-dropout-numbers-in-low-income-communities816665872.html

AGE

1

Ages 10 to 17
Grades 5 to 11
Exceptions by request
Geography

Living in North America
(Note: programs are 100% online and do
not require travel or live facilitation)
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TECHNOLOGY

Smart phone and internet access required
Limited laptop or desktop access
recommended

REQUIREMENTS

PRE-REQUISITE SKILLS

5

Digitally literate (ie. competency on mobile
devices and general web browsing required)
No coding skills or abilities are required
No design or drawing skills needed

Players will develop the
following skill sets
1

Part 1

Practical experience in creating and
using various third-party software
based technology tools.

3

LEARNING

Technology

Entreprenurship

Knowledge of entrepreneurial thinking
and its application to invention and
daily life.

2

Design

Understanding of how to apply
intentional and meaningful user-centric
design and design thinking principles.

4

Creativity

Knowledge and exposure to frameworks
for generating and applying creative
thinking and problem solving.

Objectives
5

Social Awareness

Understanding of social issues and
development of an empathetic connection
to social impact and community.

6

Mental Wellness

Deeper self reflection and
understanding of personal purpose,
growth, and mental health.

The Story

Part 2
"WELCOME
TO 2053"

In 2053, the 'Mega' corporations have managed to overtake and replace the last
operating government systems. These new rulers use technology to quickly shape their
vision of a 'perfect world'. Giant robotic machines known as 'Mecha' have been placed
within society to protect humanity against natural disaster, digital terrorism, and itself.
Among the top ruling corporations, IO Corp, headed by the ominous Mr. Chairman,
remains the most powerful, governing all of North America and parts of Europe. As IO Corp
expands its borders, forests, villages, and mass populations are displaced or destroyed in
the construction of this new world order.
384 400 km Away in the middle of space, floats in orbit The Academy. A space station
that acts as a refuge and training facility for anyone under the age of 18. Here, the
inventive minds of the future band together to figure out a way to stop IO Corp from
destroying the land and harming innocent lives.
Today, is your first day at the Academy, welcome Cadet! You must learn a number of skills
if you are to help in the fight against IO Corp, the Mega corporations and their
mechatronic machines. Time is of the essence...
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THE PROCESS

4
WEEKS

Levels

Missions

approx.

The ARK: Redesign
education

To become wise enough to take
on IO Corp, you must first train by
taking on missions and earn your

The DOJO: Redesign
physical fitness

way into our ranks.

New
Mission

Select a
Location

WORLD ENGINE:
Solve climate change
ENGINEERING : Redesign
acesss to food and shelter

Invent and
redesign to
reclaim and
rebuild the
location

Discover & apply
new skills to help
with invention
Design and
upload prototype
to solve problem

The OASIS: Solve mental
health
The DELTA:
Design your passion

Reflect on
feedback
and
determine
ways
to improve
and iterate
design

Continue Mission

Earn XP, coins and
receive feedback
while rebuilding
locations

Seek advice and
wisdom from the
digital 'spirit'

Connect with other
built in Cadets for
support
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Game
Mechanics

XP & LEvel Ups

Skill & Skill Points

Each time a player completes a
mission they earn XP. For each level,
when enough XP is earned the player
will level up. There are a total of 10
levels. Upon completing level 10, the
player will graduate from the
Academy. Training complete.

At each level up, the player will receive
a certain number of skill points based
on the level. Skill points can be used to
purchase 3 types of new skills: a
prototyping skill (tech), a brainstorming
skill (creativity), or a play skill
(interaction/testing/entrepreneurship).

Journals

Coins

Players can earn extra XP by writing in
their journal. Their journal captures
their self reflection on their work ethic,
in school, sport, and extracurriculars (in
the game and real-life).

For exceptional performances, coins
are democratically rewarded to the
top new designs and prototypes.
Alumni and new players vote on the
ideas they want to see come to life!

Part 2
Delivery Formats

SAVING YOUR
WORK

Submit designs, new inventions, and
journal entries via our online portals
Players will have the option to save
their work privately or share with
the rest of the Academy for extra
XP (experience points) and coins
EXAMPLE SUBMISSIONS

Text
Sketches
Pictures
Photos
Digital images
Videos
Websties
Apps
Other forms of media

Part 2

REAL-LIFE PROGRAM

BECOMING A DESIGNER

Gather inspiration from new
people, places, and experiences
Generate mockups, designs, and
prototype without technology

SHARING YOUR WORK

The first step to entrepreneurship is
sharing your ideas with others
Test games and projects with your
own early users and game testers

PROJECTS CONTINUED

The best projects last well after
completing your training
The Academy will prepare you to
keep building for years to come
New programs every year

Story

dashboard

Part 3
SNEAK
PEAK

Story

map

Pre-INVITATION

[STEP ONE]

Participate and win on online
design challenge

Part 4
HOW TO START

INVITATION

[STEP TWO]

Review websites
Review program
Ask questions

REGISTRATION

[STEP THREE]

Follow email instructions
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Contact Us
We are thrilled to have you on-board for this journey. Our team strongly
believes that playful innovative design can create meaningful impact for
all people and the future.

PLAYER SUPPORT TEAM
INFO@PLAY4TOMORROW.COM

